The Journal Needs Reporters

Mahalo to readers who thanked us for honoring Henry Yokoyama, M.D., in the June 2005 issue of the Journal.

Mahalo also to Henry’s friends, associates and family for starting the Henry Yokoyama Fund for the Hawaii Medical Journal. All contributions are earmarked to help continue the Journal and do not go into the HMA General Fund. Additional contributions may be sent to the HMA Office, 1360 South Beretania Street, Suite 200, Honolulu, HI 96814.

We would like to continue Henry’s “News and Notes” legacy. His very popular column appeared for more than 40 years. Henry attended hospital staff meetings, specialty meetings, and military conferences, reporting them for readers unable to attend these meetings.

Our Editorial staff would like to hear from readers who might like to volunteer reports on meetings. You need not be an experienced reporter or professional writer. Editors will polish your submissions. Digital photos are welcome additions.

Each hospital, medical school department, cancer research center, state health department should be able to attract one or more cub reporters to continue the popular News and Notes column.

Please contact Drake Chinen, Editorial Assistant, to let us know how you would like to serve Journal readers.